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Attn: Ms. Laford & Mr. Millett:
The comment period needs to be extended at least 30 additional days to allow for due process for all
concerned parties to this project.
There are many violations being overlooked in this process.
Why didn't the Forest Service perform its own independent scientific investigation to verify the Navy's claims?
Why were there no official hearings or public comments recorded on this plan? This is required by law! This is
a violation.
Stop this project and plan and do not allow it to move forward based on the many violations of the law.
The Olympic Peninsula; Olympic National Forest and Olympic National Park are the most inappropriate and
improper place to conduct electronic and electromagnetic warfare training. This project and plan are in violation
of the laws of the United States. 36 CFR 212.6(c).
Where is the required independent analysis of the multiple stressors and detrimental health impacts on
humans, endangered species and other wildlife from the planned electromagnetic activities and
unconscionable degree of increased and intolerable jet activity and destructive jet noise?
The answer is there is no independent analysis. A violation of the law!
This activity also affects the disastrous and significant environmental impact of climate change. To what extent
this activity will have on climate change has not been addressed?
The impact this has on the Olympic Peninsula's Air Shed has not been included in any way. This is a health
impact on all residents and it has not been addressed. With the planned increase in jet traffic and onslaught of
jet fuel in our Air Shed you are in violation of human rights and of the Clean Air Act.
This is an inappropriate use of taxpayer money, an inappropriate use of forest lands, public lands, and an
unconscionable act of the Forest Service to allow this project any type of permit without an independent
investigation and analysis apart from the Navy.
This allowance of a permit by the Forest Service and it's findings of no significant impacts is inaccurate, flawed
and invalid as no independent investigation and analysis have been completed.
This permit allowance is a violation of the laws of the United States and is a violation of human rights.
S. Lukeski

